
flagpoles

ALUMINIUM FLAGPOLE WITH LOCKABLE HALYARD AND WINDTRACKER
In this model, the halyard runs inside the flagpole. In addition, the flagpole is equipped with a horizontal rotary arm. It prevents 
the flag from being wrapped around the flagpole and provides an optimal way to highlight the flag slogan.
The price includes: flagpole, grey flat ball finial, rotary head, halyard, swivel, lock, jib (windtracker), weight, clamps (x5), mounting 
anchor or fixing sleeve.
Depending on their height, the aluminium flagpoles are made up of two, three or four aluminium tubes that are pushed together 
using sleeves and aluminium rings. The flagpoles are installed in a concrete base using a mounting hinge or fixing sleeve. The 
hinge makes the installation easier and makes it possible to lay the flagpole on the ground, e.g. during maintenance. A system of 
screws makes it possible to adjust the vertical position of the flagpole.
Our flagpoles are available in any RAL colour.

Available accessories

FINIALS

LARGE GREY BALL FINIAL* SMALL GREY BALL FINIAL SILVER DROP FINIAL** HEAD

*also available in silver and gold colours **also available in white and gold colours

FITTING AND FLYING THE FLAG
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WINDTRACKER CLAMPS WEIGHT LOCK AND ALLEN KEY

SWIVEL HALYARD

BASE

HINGED BASE PLATE 
(LEG+ANCHOR) SLEEVE PORTABLE BASE BASE PLATE MASK

Height (m) 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Number of sections (pcs) 2 2 2 2 3 3 3

Section diameter (mm) 82.5/67.5 82.5/67.5 82.5/67.5 82.5/67.5 98.5/82.5/67.5 98.5/82.5/67.5 98.5/82.5/67.5

Wall thickness (mm) 3.5/3 3.5/3 3.5/3 3.5/3 4/3.5/3 4/3.5/3 4/3.5/3

Net weight without accessories (kg) 13 15.6 18.2 21.5 25.7 29.5 31.4

Recommended maximum flag 
dimensions (m) 150×400 150×400 150×500 150×500 150×600 150×600 150×700
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